Coronavirus Update
Given the recent CDC guidance and the evolving dynamics of the Coronavirus pandemic,
Fox Haven Country Club is announcing the following in an effort to keep members aware:
Clubhouse Update
The clubhouse is currently open for normal dining. We have cancelled all group parties
and events. As long as we can practice "social distancing" in the dining room and lounge
we will continue to offer normal dining.
As always, take-out service is available. We will soon have a special Take-Out menu we
will be offering which will continue even if we do make a decision or have a government
mandated restaurant closing. We will be emailing this menu to you soon.
Golf Update
The golf course is open for normal play and will continue to be open even if the clubhouse
should close operations. Most medical experts consider golf courses one of the safest
places to be, being outdoors with ample space and plenty of space to practice "social
distancing". We will be taking precautionary measures to ensure safety and eliminate
contact points including the following:
Bunker rakes will be removed from bunkers
It is recommended flagsticks be left in the hole and not touched
Cups may be raised or altered to eliminate touching (ball is holed when cup is hit)
Restrooms on course will remain closed
Water stations will be removed from the course
Practice green flags will be removed
Members are encouraged to use individual carts
CDC Recommendations and Club Safety
Fox Haven CC is taking additional precautionary measures to ensure the health and safety
of all our members and staff. This is our highest priority. We are monitoring the situation
hour-by-hour, day-by-day and are committed to providing our members with a safe and
hygienic environment including:
daily cleaning and sanitizing of all frequently touched surfaces including tables,
chairs, handrails, doors, menus, etc.
Increase the number of hand sanitizer stations throughout the club
Provide disposable gloves for all staff
Increase the frequency of rest room cleaning
Suspend large gatherings
No self service: F&B staff will assist members should we have any buffets
Suspend high-touch activities, hugs, and handshakes
If you are higher risk for serious illness because of your age or because you have a
serious long-term health problem, it is extra important for you to take necessary,
recommended actions by the CDC to reduce your risk of getting sick from the Covid-19
disease. If you are at higher risk we ask that you do not enter the clubhouse.
Thank you for your continued understanding of all the new challenges we face as a club
community and diligence in following the CDC guidelines for preventing the spread of this
disease.
Sincerely,

Rob Collins
General Manager

